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listen!



learning 
leadership 
persuasion 

relationships 
understanding



happiness 
effectiveness 

wellbeing





speaking listening



speaking

context

listening



inner

created

outer

created



take responsibility for  
the listening you create



£500m



you always speak into a listening 

ask: what’s the listening?  
practice all the time, everywhere



inner outer

created

inner



you are not your inner voice...

you’re the one who’s listening



inner outer

created

outer



“I like to listen.  
I have learned a great deal  

from listening carefully.  
Most people never listen.” 

Ernest Hemingway





writing reading

speaking listening



writing reading

speaking listening



listening



making 
meaning 

from 
sound



unique



culture 

language 

values 

attitudes 

beliefs  

assumptions 

expectations 

intentions 

emotions



your reality







looking good 



being right 



the seven deadly sins



gossip 
speculation 

excuses 

exaggeration ➜ lies 
withholding 

complaining ➜ outrage 
opinions















H
To greet or acclaim enthusiastically

AIL



onesty be clear and straight

uthenticity be yourself

ntegrity be your word

ove wish them well
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foundations



DANGER 
we are losing 
our listening





www.cartoonstock.com



connected?









 “Most organizations listen 
sporadically at best,  

often poorly, and  
sometimes not at all.” 

The Organizational Listening Project (2016)



18 seconds



speak

listen



speak

listen
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criticism  

crises

morale  

loyalty 

retention 

productivity 

reputation
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Conscious 

Committed 

Compassionate 

Curious









 listening from



What I heard  
you say is...

passive

active



empathic

critical



reductive

expansive



distracted focused



faithfear
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Receive 

Appreciate 

Summarise 

Ask



the listening 
organisation

communication 

accountability 

commitment 

training 

listening



customersemployees stakeholderspartners

leadership 
commitment

sales 
service

complaints 
crisis

experts

culture 
behaviour

spaces
training 

accountability
appraisal 
reward

opportunities threats
ideas 

involvement



become a 
champion 

explain 
encourage 

demonstrate

listening



life is  
change

fast 
agile 

strong 
aware





happiness 
effectiveness 

wellbeing



300+ pages 

interviews, exercises, tips 

SOVAS and Audie awards



A year in the making 

7.5 hours of video in nine chapters 

A masterclass on public speaking 

39 downloadable exercises 

You get lifetime access: return, refer, refresh



£597

£297 £147
unique  

Q&A  

webinar



D91  
One week only



Thank you!
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http://www.speaklistenbe.com

